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Waterproofing with
Projex Group
Projex Group Pty Ltd
has a reputation for
supplying and instaling products and systems to meet the
demand for the highest level of waterproofing.

AIR-board®
Translucent Lightweight
Rigid Decorative Panels

Projex originally introduced the Wolfin Waterproofing system
in Australia in 1988. Wolfin is a flexible Polyester PVC waterproofing membrane.

Allplastics offers you AIR-board®
Decorative Panels. With its
unique combination of aesthetically pleasing effects and stunning design it create numerous
opportunities for innovative concepts.

Wolfin has been regularly used for waterproofing Roofs
(including Green Roofs & Roof Gardens), Balconies, Decks,
Podium Slabs, Terraces, Planter Boxes, Basements, Lift Pits,
Water Tanks & almost all areas where waterproofing is
required on buildings, whether it be residential, commercial or
engineering projects.

AIR-board® is available in a
range of different honeycomb
core structures which allow for a
variety of design options such as
ceiling panels, design and
display applications, awnings,
wall partitions etc.

Wolfin can be applied to most substrates including concrete,
timber, steel, CFC, masonry blockwork etc.

Allplastics offers a wide range of
different AIR-board® varieties
such as AIR-board® UV PC, satin
AIR-board® UV PC and metal
AIR-board® UV PC products with
coloured cores or aluminium
honeycomb cores.
We also supply AIR-board®
Acoustic (sound absorbing)
which are used to improve the
room acoustic and sound
absorption for special projects.
Allplastics grants a 10 year warranty for all AIR-board® Decorative panels.

Fenix NTM available from Nover
Fenix NTM (nanotech matt material) is produced using next
generation resin developed with the help of nanotechnologies
to provide this new material with novel properties..
Fenix NTM is super matt, fingerprint resistant, repairable (micro
scratches) and allows you to control fabrication in house. With
a real design shift coming from Europe towards matt finishes,
Fenix NTM is bound to be a real winner with consumers.

Safetyline Jalousie
This 8 level block of student accommodation is
located on busy Gardeners Road in Kingsford, NSW.
The floor to ceiling curtain of louvres on the balconies creates a unique and versatile indoor/outdoor
space for residents with uninterrupted views of the
surrounding area.
The architect, Max Sgammotta, was impressed by
the robust inbuilt security feature of the louvres
which provides a safe and secure living space for
students. While other louvre window alternatives
can fit security bars to their windows, the bars are
external and are therefore more prone to damage
and less aesthetically pleasing.
Louvre windows deliver ultimate control of the
airflow to the apartments, allowing cool breezes in
during the warmer month, and keeping cold air out
in winter.
The window seals that feature on 4 sides of each
louvre blade also provide an effective acoustic
barrier from the peak hour traffic noise below and
protection from the southerly winds.

Governments plan to make
our cities greener and cooler
Although we may not be fully acquainted
with the phenomenon that is urban heat
island, we're all familiar with its effects - the
change in temperature between the concrete jungle of the city compared to the
rolling hills of the countryside.
The Turnbull government has a plan to help
cool down our cities with the goal to improve
the quality of life and to lessen the environmental impact of the rising temperatures.
The plans include increasing the amount of tree cover and green roofs, which has the potential to
reduce the temperature by 10°c. With the increase in trees planned, the surrounding paving, will
also need to be assessed. For the trees to not only survive but to flourish, they will require a healthy
root zone with adequate transfer of water and oxygen.
StoneSet is the solution - providing hardwearing paving suitable for urban areas that maintains a
fully porous surface enabling the trees to flourish while cooling the paving though evaporation.
Porous paving also reduces the surface water run off that can lead to flooding and pollution.
To find out more about how StoneSet can benefit your project: www.stoneset.com.au

Moondani Glass Design - Art Project
Project Name: UrbanGrowth NSW - Bungarribee
Artist: Bronwyn Berman
Materials: Glass and Stainless Steel
Description: Hexagonal shaped laminated glass with bees
deep carved into glass marks the entry feature for the play
grounds at a Bungarribee, a new Sydney suburb within the
City of Blacktown.
Moondani Glass Design manufacture architectural glass and
are experts in formed, carved and colour fused glass.

SI Retail - Full Store Fitouts
LORNA JANE
Lorna Jane, a premium women’s athletic wear
provider, was expanding globally and
needed custom retail environments that could
be built and delivered within 40 days.
Store in a box
Starting with a Brand DNA Audit, we
pioneered ‘store in a box’ – a new way to
deliver full store fitouts quickly, anywhere in the
world. Thanks to this technique, Lorna Jane
stores can now be delivered within 40 days
and opened within just one week of delivery.
More than 100 stores have been launched
successfully in Australia, South Africa, Sweden
UAE and USA.

Stainless Steel Powder Coating
Did you know we offer powder coating options
for most of our products?
Often clients require the strength and vandal
resistance of stainless steel but prefer the softer
feel of a ceramic finish. Now you can have
both (other colours available please consult
BRITEX).
This Security Recessed Basin is for the James
Nash House Mental Health Facility in South
Australia. In these sensitive environments a
reflection-less surface is preferred.
For more information visite www.britex.com.au

Find all this and more @
www.spec-net.com.au

